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The use of computer vision in autonomous robotics has been studied for
decades. Recently, applications such as autonomous vision-based vehicle navigation [1], 3-D localization and mapping [6,4,3] and object recognition [5] have
gained popularity due to the combination of increased processing power, new
algorithms with real-time performance and the advancements in high quality,
low-cost digital cameras. These factors enable autonomous robots to perform
complex, real-time, tasks using visual sensors.
Such applications are often based on a local feature matching algorithm,
nding point correspondences between two images. There are many dierent
algorithms for feature matching, however in recent years there is a growing research on algorithms that use local invariant features (for a survey see [10,8]).
These features are usually invariant to image scale and rotation and also robust
to changes in illumination, noise and minor changes in viewpoint. In addition,
these features are distinctive and easy to match against a large database of local
features.
Unfortunately, existing algorithms for local feature matching [2,6,7] are designed under the assumption that they will run to completion and only then
return a complete result. Many of these algorithms therefore require signicant
computational resources to run in real-time. As we show in the experiments, this
prohibits some of the algorithms from being used in current robotic platforms
(where computation is limited). For instance, a Nao humanoid robot computing
the full set of features in an image of size 640 × 480 requires 2.4 seconds using a
state-of-the-art implementation of the SURF algorithm [2,9].
Note, however, that for many robotics applications, even partial resultsa
subset of all features in the imagewould have been sucient (for example,
to estimate the pose of the robot for obstacle detection). On the other hand,
being able to invest computation time in getting higher-quality results is also
important, e.g., in object recognition or in building accurate maps. Indeed, robots
can benet from computationally-exible algorithms, where the computation
time is traded for the accuracy requirements of the task. To do this, simply
interrupting the algorithm when needed is not enough: We need to guarantee
that the results of the algorithm would necessarily monotonically increase in
quality, given additional computation time. This class of algorithms is called
Anytime [11].
In this paper we present AnySURF, an anytime feature-matching algorithm,
which can accumulate results iteratively, with monotonically increasing quality
and minimal overhead. We achieve exibility by re-designing several major steps
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in the SURF algorithm [2], mainly the feature search process and the order of
interest point detection. We additionally discuss the design choices underlying
AnySURF.
We evaluate the use of AnySURF in a series of experiments. We rst demonstrate that non-anytime feature matching indeed suers from signicant computation time on limited platforms (including, in particular, the Nao humanoid
robot). Then, we contrast dierent design choices for AnySURF, and analyze
its performance prole under dierent image types. We also demonstrate the
usability of AnySURF in computing approximate homography.
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